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LED Market Situation
Light Bulb Evolution

High Productivity, High Flexibility, High Quality

・Diversified Manufacturing
The range of customers’ needs is widening
and SMT LED products are diversifying.
“Convenience,” “Toughness,” “High Level of
Functionality,” “Design,” “Portability,” “Ecology” and …

・Diversified Mounting Process
Request of Miniaturization and Densification of a PWB.
Request of a Wide Variety of SMT Mounting Forms.
(Example: Mixture of a Normal Mounting Form
and a High Density Mounting, Super High Density
Mounting and Narrow Gap Mounting, LEDs )

LED SMT Production Introduction

Presentation Objectives
• Explain the challenges when picking and placing SMT LEDs
• Address specific areas of picking & placing LEDs and related concerns
 mis-picks, alignment and placement
• Identifies key items to help minimize mis-pick and improve quality
• Identifies solutions that help improve yield of SMT LED boards

Typical LED SMT Production Line - Basics

Solder Printing

Pick & Place

Reflow Soldering

Typical LED SMT Placement Machine & Applications
• Back Lighting LCD Display Applications
• Lighting applications ( Standard Bulbs)
• Long board applications ( 1.2 – 1.5 Meters)
• Automotive

 Interior lighting and dome lighting
 Instrument cluster backlighting
 Running lights and headlights

LED SMT Placement
•

LEDs sometimes require specific process parameters
for the best pick and place performance.

•

This is due to the dome material and unbalanced
weight distribution of some types of LED component.

•

Vendor support and knowledge is typically needed to
handle the LEDs and meet high-speed, high yield SMT
manufacturing process expectations.

•

P&P refinement is some times needed to ensure LED
components can be placed similar to the SMDs
already being used.

LED SMT Placement Machine Video

Typical SMD vs. LED SMD

Typical Surface Mount Device (SMD)
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easy to pick and place
Standard device for many years (1980s)
Flat , even surface for vacuum nozzles
High yield, refined P&P process
Visible solder joints for inspection
Standard board sizes

High Power LED as a SMD
• Challenging to pick & place
• Relatively new device to the industry
• Domed lens can be sticky and easily
damaged (scratched glass or silicon)
• “Binning” required assuring even lighting
• Hidden solder joints after reflow
• Extra Long boards in some cases

Various LED SMD package examples

LED Placement Troubleshooting Approach

• Juki is always working to identify methods that maximize P&P performance
and minimize mis-picks while increasing yield.
• “Mis-pick” is used to describe when a component is not picked
properly out of the SMD tape carrier pocket.
• A mis-pick can be due to a number of reasons that are discussed in
this presentation

LED Placement Troubleshooting Approach
Troubleshooting Pyramid
• Conveys a step-by-step approach
• Resolves most issues and provides direction to the
corrective actions required
• Helps prevent spending time fine tuning when issues can
not be resolved from a few minor parameter changes.

SMT LED Placement Troubleshooting Approach
• It’s helpful to think of the approach as a pyramid
• Starting troubleshooting at the bottom of the pyramid produces the
fastest results and gives the foundation for the best yields possible

LED Placement Troubleshooting Approach

•

A convenient way to determine a root cause is to film

the pick and place process with a high-speed camera.
•

Often a high-speed camera is not available.

•

The next best option is to slow down the pick and place
system so that its exact operations can be observed.

Slow Motion Video Observation

LED Placement Troubleshooting Approach
• Companies experiencing pick and place problems with SMT LEDs might assume the
component is the cause of the problem.
• This is often the case when the LED component is new.
Beware: “SMT LEDs might demand unique processing demands.”

LED Placement Troubleshooting Approach
•

The best option for resolving the major factors in mis-picks is to start at the bottom of
the pyramid.

•

Compliance with the specifications of the LED and Pick & Place vendors is essential

Key items to help reduce mis-pick rates: Vacuum Nozzles

Proper nozzle setup is essential to success

• The first troubleshooting step is ensuring the proper nozzle / setup is being used.
• This is one of the easiest steps and results in the fastest improvements.

• Pick nozzles and process parameters for SMDs have been developed for many years.
• The softer silicone dome of a SMT LED may require specific nozzle materials.

Key items to help reduce mis-pick rates: Vacuum Nozzles

• For standard SMT components metal or steel P&P nozzles are the norm.
• Silicone domed LEDs act like a gasket and form a seal to a metal nozzle in some cases
• Releasing a SMT LED after placement can be an issue.
• New nozzle materials improve the placement, and release of the soft silicone LED.

SMT LED Vacuum Nozzles
•

Nozzles have been developed that can pick from the substrate to hold a LED flat to the pick nozzle.

•

There are nozzle that allows customers to pick from the dome only. This is not an issue as long as
the inside of the nozzle has a smooth quality finish.

•

In addition to proper nozzle setup, regular nozzle maintenance and cleaning is
recommended based on the operational demands of the system.

Key items to help reduce mis-pick rates: SMT Feeders

SMT LED P&P Feeders
• Once the proper nozzle configuration has been implemented, the next step is to
investigate the feeder unit. There are two sections to a SMT tape feeder that can exhibit
issues when indexing the component and exposing the LED to the pickup nozzle.
• Addressing these two feeder areas can significantly minimize the effects on the LED and
how it sits in the pocket during indexing.

Key items to help reduce mis-pick rates – SMT Feeders
Cover tape angle
• The first area to address is the angle at which the cover tape pulls back
• Pulling the cover tape back at a high angle can pull the LED out of the pocket or rearrange the LED in the pocket so that the nozzle does not pick the LED properly.

Tape Feeder
Cover Tape

Key items to help reduce mis-pick rates – SMT Feeders

Tape carrier
cover tape
Pull back location

LED can tilt or flip
in the tape
carrier pocket

Example of improper cover tape pull-back location

Key items to help reduce mis-pick rates – SMT Feeders

• Adjusting the incident angle that the cover tape is
pulled backed from the carrier tape may also help
• If the angle is high (>30°), a LED may lift up from
the pocket as the cover tape is peeled off.
• Adjusting this to a lower angle (<30°) can
minimize the chance of the LED flipping or
become misaligned in the pocket prior to pickup.

Backside support for PCB
•

The backside support is necessary especially when assembling larger dimensioned Printed Circuit Board (PCB)

•

All automated pick and place systems utilize a conveyor system for alignment and clamping.

•

Clamping holds the board in place during the pick and place process.

•

Clamping large PCBs can cause bow or flex that will make LED placement more difficult

•

Automated P&P systems utilize a zero references plane as guide for both the pick and the placement process.

•

If the board is flexing downward, a LED component may not contact the solder paste causing placement issues.

Under board support pins

Reducing mis-picks and mis-placements of LEDs: Fine Tuning
Fine tuning
• Addresses a small percentage of mis-pick rates, but can sometimes the final key to the best yields
• Fine tuning encompasses the maintenance of the system as well as the cleaning of the pick nozzles
• Fine tuning covers parameters that affect accurate placement and the best UPH (units per hour).
• Parameters are adjusted in software by trained personnel.

Individual fine tuning of P&P parameters
Global system adjustments
•

Global parameters are the most commonly used. One parameter is the
overall speed at which the system operates for all actions for example

Individual parameters
•

Individual parameters are typically something that only a field applications engineer or highly trained
technician should adjust.

•

These include values such as the acceleration and deceleration of a specific section of the tool, for example the
z height speed of the nozzle head, the indexing tuning of a servo motor system and the amount and duration
of “air kiss” or purge used during placement.

•

Juki recommends that only properly trained personnel adjust any of these parameters because doing so can
cause catastrophic failure and endanger coworkers.

Individual fine tuning of P&P parameters
•

If the LED component does not release from the nozzle, there are a few adjustments
that can assist in releasing the component.

•

One major assistance is known as a purge or “air kiss”. This occurs when a system
uses forced air to help push the component from the nozzle.

•

The amount of air pressure and duration depends on the system and the nozzle
material. For most components this option is not needed, but can assist with
placement issues.

•

Pick and place manufacturers can assist in using this option if it is available.

•

A purge, or “air kiss” is not always available or allowed because it can affect neighboring
parts already mounted on the board.

•

Using the correct nozzle material and dimensions will remedy the situation.

Individual fine tuning of P&P parameters
Additional fine tuning adjustments include:
• The depth to which the pick nozzle moves inside the tape pocket

• The speed at which the vacuum nozzle moves out of the tape pocket
• The alignment acceptable for the automated optical inspection, X-Y-Theta (AOI)
• The values for the component alignment system ( Laser align or up look cameras)

• The amount of over-travel used during placement onto the PCB
• The spring tension or force feedback used to place the component onto the PCB
• The vacuum level settings for component presence checks

Questions ?
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION

